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• ““““Mental Mental Mental Mental toughness is to physical toughness is to physical toughness is to physical toughness is to physical as four is to one.”                                                               as four is to one.”                                                               as four is to one.”                                                               as four is to one.”                                                               

----Bobby KnightBobby KnightBobby KnightBobby Knight

• “My mind is my biggest asset.  I expect to win every tournament I play.”                                                     “My mind is my biggest asset.  I expect to win every tournament I play.”                                                     “My mind is my biggest asset.  I expect to win every tournament I play.”                                                     “My mind is my biggest asset.  I expect to win every tournament I play.”                                                     

----Tiger WoodsTiger WoodsTiger WoodsTiger Woods

• “Every quarterback can throw a ball; every                                                “Every quarterback can throw a ball; every                                                “Every quarterback can throw a ball; every                                                “Every quarterback can throw a ball; every                                                

running back can run; every receiver is fast;                                                        running back can run; every receiver is fast;                                                        running back can run; every receiver is fast;                                                        running back can run; every receiver is fast;                                                        

but that mental toughness that you talk about                                                but that mental toughness that you talk about                                                but that mental toughness that you talk about                                                but that mental toughness that you talk about                                                

translates into competitiveness.”  translates into competitiveness.”  translates into competitiveness.”  translates into competitiveness.”  ––––Tom BradyTom BradyTom BradyTom Brady
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“People think SEALs are cold“People think SEALs are cold“People think SEALs are cold“People think SEALs are cold----blooded, heartless, woundblooded, heartless, woundblooded, heartless, woundblooded, heartless, wound----up, up, up, up, 

brainwashed killers. They imagine you can just point a SEAL     brainwashed killers. They imagine you can just point a SEAL     brainwashed killers. They imagine you can just point a SEAL     brainwashed killers. They imagine you can just point a SEAL     

in a direction and say,  ‘Go kill.’ The truth is you’re talking in a direction and say,  ‘Go kill.’ The truth is you’re talking in a direction and say,  ‘Go kill.’ The truth is you’re talking in a direction and say,  ‘Go kill.’ The truth is you’re talking 

about a bunch of kindabout a bunch of kindabout a bunch of kindabout a bunch of kind----hearted, jovial guys. The only thing that hearted, jovial guys. The only thing that hearted, jovial guys. The only thing that hearted, jovial guys. The only thing that 

separates them is mental toughness.”separates them is mental toughness.”separates them is mental toughness.”separates them is mental toughness.”

----Howard E. WasdinHoward E. WasdinHoward E. WasdinHoward E. Wasdin

Four StrategiesFour StrategiesFour StrategiesFour Strategies
for Building for Building for Building for Building 

Your Mental StrengthYour Mental StrengthYour Mental StrengthYour Mental Strength

…So that you can                         …So that you can                         …So that you can                         …So that you can                         

calmly navigate whatever                 calmly navigate whatever                 calmly navigate whatever                 calmly navigate whatever                 

comes your way,                            comes your way,                            comes your way,                            comes your way,                            

with wisdom, resilience,                   with wisdom, resilience,                   with wisdom, resilience,                   with wisdom, resilience,                   

and a canand a canand a canand a can----do attitudedo attitudedo attitudedo attitude
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1.  CREATE A STRONG MINDSET.

What is your mindset What is your mindset What is your mindset What is your mindset 

most days?most days?most days?most days?

THE BANK ROBBER HYPOTHETICAL*…

•You walk into a bank. There are 50 other people in the bank. A robber You walk into a bank. There are 50 other people in the bank. A robber You walk into a bank. There are 50 other people in the bank. A robber You walk into a bank. There are 50 other people in the bank. A robber 

walks in and fires his weapon once. You are shot in the right arm. You walks in and fires his weapon once. You are shot in the right arm. You walks in and fires his weapon once. You are shot in the right arm. You walks in and fires his weapon once. You are shot in the right arm. You 

were the only person hit by the bullet.  were the only person hit by the bullet.  were the only person hit by the bullet.  were the only person hit by the bullet.  

•The Big Question:                                                                                  The Big Question:                                                                                  The Big Question:                                                                                  The Big Question:                                                                                  

Were you lucky or unlucky? Were you lucky or unlucky? Were you lucky or unlucky? Were you lucky or unlucky? 

****From From From From The Happiness Advantage, The Happiness Advantage, The Happiness Advantage, The Happiness Advantage, Shawn Shawn Shawn Shawn AchorAchorAchorAchor, 2010, 2010, 2010, 2010
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• “Cognitive Afterimage”:                                                                                     “Cognitive Afterimage”:                                                                                     “Cognitive Afterimage”:                                                                                     “Cognitive Afterimage”:                                                                                     
Our brains “very easily get stuck in patterns of                                              
viewing the world, some more beneficial than others”                                        
(Achor, 2010)

• If you start noticing all of the negatives...If you start noticing all of the negatives...If you start noticing all of the negatives...If you start noticing all of the negatives...

• This world view absolutely affects your energy level, success, This world view absolutely affects your energy level, success, This world view absolutely affects your energy level, success, This world view absolutely affects your energy level, success, 
creativity, happiness, and even your health!creativity, happiness, and even your health!creativity, happiness, and even your health!creativity, happiness, and even your health!

“A person’s level of optimism in the first year of law school predicted his “A person’s level of optimism in the first year of law school predicted his “A person’s level of optimism in the first year of law school predicted his “A person’s level of optimism in the first year of law school predicted his 

income a decade later. An increase of one tiny point on the optimism income a decade later. An increase of one tiny point on the optimism income a decade later. An increase of one tiny point on the optimism income a decade later. An increase of one tiny point on the optimism 

scale was worth an extra $33,000 a year…Optimists live longer,                  scale was worth an extra $33,000 a year…Optimists live longer,                  scale was worth an extra $33,000 a year…Optimists live longer,                  scale was worth an extra $33,000 a year…Optimists live longer,                  

are healthier and happier, make better financial plans,                                   are healthier and happier, make better financial plans,                                   are healthier and happier, make better financial plans,                                   are healthier and happier, make better financial plans,                                   

and are more successful.”and are more successful.”and are more successful.”and are more successful.”

--------TaliTaliTaliTali SharotSharotSharotSharot, , , , The Optimism Bias: the Irrationally Positive Brain,The Optimism Bias: the Irrationally Positive Brain,The Optimism Bias: the Irrationally Positive Brain,The Optimism Bias: the Irrationally Positive Brain, 2011201120112011
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Most of time, do you see yourself as blessed                                           
and fortunate…or always getting the shaft?

1.1.1.1. ____________I often think of how others have it better than I do.I often think of how others have it better than I do.I often think of how others have it better than I do.I often think of how others have it better than I do.

2.2.2.2. ___I often think of how unlucky I am.___I often think of how unlucky I am.___I often think of how unlucky I am.___I often think of how unlucky I am.

3.3.3.3. ___My boss clearly has favorites, and I am not one of them.                            ___My boss clearly has favorites, and I am not one of them.                            ___My boss clearly has favorites, and I am not one of them.                            ___My boss clearly has favorites, and I am not one of them.                            

He/she would not be happy even if I was the perfect employee!He/she would not be happy even if I was the perfect employee!He/she would not be happy even if I was the perfect employee!He/she would not be happy even if I was the perfect employee!

4.4.4.4. ___I often think of how poorly my day is going.___I often think of how poorly my day is going.___I often think of how poorly my day is going.___I often think of how poorly my day is going.

5.5.5.5. ___I often think of how annoying people are.___I often think of how annoying people are.___I often think of how annoying people are.___I often think of how annoying people are.

Purposefully focus on Purposefully focus on Purposefully focus on Purposefully focus on 

successes and the positive successes and the positive successes and the positive successes and the positive 

aspects of your colleagues, aspects of your colleagues, aspects of your colleagues, aspects of your colleagues, 

work, and lifework, and lifework, and lifework, and life

Be your own                               Be your own                               Be your own                               Be your own                               

Spam Blocker                           Spam Blocker                           Spam Blocker                           Spam Blocker                           
((((AchorAchorAchorAchor, 2010), 2010), 2010), 2010)
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WAKE UP AND SAY ARG!

•AAAAnticipatenticipatenticipatenticipate

•RRRRecollectecollectecollectecollect

•GGGGratituderatituderatituderatitude

(Eric Barker, 2017)

2. HANDLE CHANGE WITH FINESSE.

• ““““Raise your hand if...”Raise your hand if...”Raise your hand if...”Raise your hand if...”

• Change is a constant in both our         Change is a constant in both our         Change is a constant in both our         Change is a constant in both our         

personal and professional lives.personal and professional lives.personal and professional lives.personal and professional lives.

• “We cannot become what we need         “We cannot become what we need         “We cannot become what we need         “We cannot become what we need         

to be by remaining what we are.”      to be by remaining what we are.”      to be by remaining what we are.”      to be by remaining what we are.”      
----Oprah WinfreyOprah WinfreyOprah WinfreyOprah Winfrey
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• Discomfort during periods of Discomfort during periods of Discomfort during periods of Discomfort during periods of 
change is to be expected:change is to be expected:change is to be expected:change is to be expected:

1.1.1.1. Letting GoLetting GoLetting GoLetting Go

2.2.2.2. Neutral ZoneNeutral ZoneNeutral ZoneNeutral Zone

3.3.3.3. New Beginning New Beginning New Beginning New Beginning 
(William Bridges, Ph.D., Managing the Transitions)

• Avoid the Three P’s: Avoid the Three P’s: Avoid the Three P’s: Avoid the Three P’s: 
(Dr. Martin Seligman):

PPPPermanenceermanenceermanenceermanence

PPPPervasivenesservasivenesservasivenesservasiveness

PPPPersonalizationersonalizationersonalizationersonalization
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• Be aware of                                                    Be aware of                                                    Be aware of                                                    Be aware of                                                    

Selective MemorySelective MemorySelective MemorySelective Memory

3. CREATE YOUR OWN IDENTITY.

FOUR KEY IDENTITIESFOUR KEY IDENTITIESFOUR KEY IDENTITIESFOUR KEY IDENTITIES::::

REMEMBEREDREMEMBEREDREMEMBEREDREMEMBERED

REFLECTEDREFLECTEDREFLECTEDREFLECTED

PROGRAMMEDPROGRAMMEDPROGRAMMEDPROGRAMMED

CREATEDCREATEDCREATEDCREATED

(GOLDSMITH, (GOLDSMITH, (GOLDSMITH, (GOLDSMITH, MOJOMOJOMOJOMOJO, 2009), 2009), 2009), 2009)
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 Ask, Ask, Ask, Ask, “Who do “Who do “Who do “Who do IIII want to be?”want to be?”want to be?”want to be?”

 List what is your                       List what is your                       List what is your                       List what is your                       

Created IdentityCreated IdentityCreated IdentityCreated Identity,                          ,                          ,                          ,                          

and review it often!and review it often!and review it often!and review it often!

Always Know Who Always Know Who Always Know Who Always Know Who IsIsIsIs And And And And Isn’tIsn’tIsn’tIsn’t

on Your Personal Board of Directorson Your Personal Board of Directorson Your Personal Board of Directorson Your Personal Board of Directors
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4. LIVE AND WORK WITH MOJO!

 The The The The Life Can Be Annoying Life Can Be Annoying Life Can Be Annoying Life Can Be Annoying quiz!quiz!quiz!quiz!

 “Sounds like life to me.”“Sounds like life to me.”“Sounds like life to me.”“Sounds like life to me.”

 Reality:Reality:Reality:Reality: People are drawn to                                                                                                          People are drawn to                                                                                                          People are drawn to                                                                                                          People are drawn to                                                                                                          

being around happy people.                                                                                     being around happy people.                                                                                     being around happy people.                                                                                     being around happy people.                                                                                     
(DIENER & BISWAS(DIENER & BISWAS(DIENER & BISWAS(DIENER & BISWAS----DIENER, DIENER, DIENER, DIENER, HAPPINESS: UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES                                                                                           HAPPINESS: UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES                                                                                           HAPPINESS: UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES                                                                                           HAPPINESS: UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES                                                                                           

OF PSYCHOLOGICAL WEALTHOF PSYCHOLOGICAL WEALTHOF PSYCHOLOGICAL WEALTHOF PSYCHOLOGICAL WEALTH, 2008), 2008), 2008), 2008)

MOJO VS. NOJO
((((MARSHALL GOLDSMITH, MOJO:  HOW TO GET IT, HOW TO KEEP IT,  HOW TO GET IT BACK IF YOU LOSE IT, 2009)MARSHALL GOLDSMITH, MOJO:  HOW TO GET IT, HOW TO KEEP IT,  HOW TO GET IT BACK IF YOU LOSE IT, 2009)MARSHALL GOLDSMITH, MOJO:  HOW TO GET IT, HOW TO KEEP IT,  HOW TO GET IT BACK IF YOU LOSE IT, 2009)MARSHALL GOLDSMITH, MOJO:  HOW TO GET IT, HOW TO KEEP IT,  HOW TO GET IT BACK IF YOU LOSE IT, 2009)

 TAKE RESPONSIBILITY

 MOVE FORWARD

 RUN THE EXTRA MILE

 LOVE DOING IT

 APPRECIATE OPPORTUNITIES

 MAKE THE BEST OF IT

 INSPIRATIONAL

 GRATEFUL

 CURIOUS

 CARING

 ZEST FOR LIFE

 AWAKE

 PLAY THE VICTIM

 MARCH IN PLACE

 SATISFIED WITH THE MINIMUM

 FEEL OBLIGATED TO DO IT

 TOLERATE REQUIREMENTS

 ENDURE IT

 PAINFUL TO BE AROUND

 RESENTFUL

 UNINTERESTED

 INDIFFERENT

 ZOMBIE-LIKE

 ASLEEP
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Recognize when you Recognize when you Recognize when you Recognize when you 

are getting grumpy and are getting grumpy and are getting grumpy and are getting grumpy and 

ask, ask, ask, ask, “What do I need?”“What do I need?”“What do I need?”“What do I need?”

Take Tony’s advice!Take Tony’s advice!Take Tony’s advice!Take Tony’s advice!

StabilityStabilityStabilityStability

NoveltyNoveltyNoveltyNovelty
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A CLOSING CHALLENGE…A CLOSING CHALLENGE…A CLOSING CHALLENGE…A CLOSING CHALLENGE…

On a daily basis,                      On a daily basis,                      On a daily basis,                      On a daily basis,                      
learn to                   learn to                   learn to                   learn to                   

Enjoy the Glazed Donut!Enjoy the Glazed Donut!Enjoy the Glazed Donut!Enjoy the Glazed Donut!

((((DienerDienerDienerDiener & Biswas& Biswas& Biswas& Biswas----DienerDienerDienerDiener, 2008), 2008), 2008), 2008)

LinkedIn: Brenda Clark HamiltonLinkedIn: Brenda Clark HamiltonLinkedIn: Brenda Clark HamiltonLinkedIn: Brenda Clark Hamilton

Facebook: facebook.com/Facebook: facebook.com/Facebook: facebook.com/Facebook: facebook.com/BrendaClarkHamiltonBrendaClarkHamiltonBrendaClarkHamiltonBrendaClarkHamilton


